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2011

SAM WEST COAST EVENT SCHEDULE

Revised 2-01-11 cwc

VISIT SAM 21 Website:
www.SAM-21.ORG

Italics are PRELIMINARY Dates—Subject to Change!

Month
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN

Sat
1
15
22
29

Sun
2
16
23

FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Sunday Only - SGMA Spring Bash FF/RC Wegaell fld

MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

SAM 26 SPRING ANNUAL RC Taft, Ca 805-739-0329

February 24

Fri/Sat SABBATINI COLLECTO—Fresno 559-287-1717

March 24
April 28
May 26
June 23
July 28
August 25
September 22
October 27
November 17

APR

4

Event
1/15-16 SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az
NCFFC Awards Luncheon & raffle—bring something...
SAM 21 BANQUET—HOLDER’s Country Inn Cupertino

2011 Meeting Dates
7:00 p.m.
@ SARATOGA FIRE
DEPARTMENT
Corner Saratoga Ave &
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy

January 27

(Sunday Easter)

APR
APR
APR
APR

9
16
23
30

10
17
24
MAY 1

Saturday Only - NCFFC Sierra Champs FF/RC Wegaell fld

MAY
MAY
MAY

7
14
21

8
15
22

SAT 5/08 WOH OPENHOUSE

MAY

29

30

Monday 5/30

JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

Saturday Only - NCFFC Western States Champs FF/RC Wageall fld.
JUNE 12th—CLASH of the TITANS SAM 21 vs. SAM 27
Sunday 6/12(Father's Day)
Saturday Only - NCFFC Champs

JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY

4
2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24
31

AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

SEPT

3

4

SEPT

10

11

SEPT
SEPT

17
24

18
25

OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT

1
8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Thursday 11/24

Thanksgiving Day

DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

Sunday 12-25

Christmas Day

JAN

01

02

Sunday January 1 NEW YEARS DAY 2012

NCFFC Nor Cal Champs - FF only

Wageall fld.
(Sunday is Mother's Day)

SAM 21 RANCH ROMP Schmidt Ranch
Memorial Day weekend

(due to Thanksgiving Conflict)

December 15
(due to Christmas Conflict)

Monday 7/4 Independence Day

SAM 30 Annual - Schmidt Ranch

2011 “GOODIE”
Schedule

2nd - 7th - SAM CHAMPS Boulder City, NV.

Here are the choices for the year. I
went by alphabetical order on the roster
excusing those who normally do not
attend meetings on a regular basis.
If you cannot accommodate this
schedule, then it will be your responsibility to “volunteer/ coerce another member to take your place. And, If you feel
‘The Call‘ (and aren’t on this list), please
call one of the unfortunate souls on the
list and offer to take their place.

SAM 21 S- 400 & 1/2A TEXACO contest—DWARFs

JANUARY

Monday 9/5

Labor Day

Sept 11th- SGMA Combo Wageall fld
June 9/12 NCFFC SGMA Combo FF/RC Wageall fld
SAM 27 CRASH & BASH Schmidt Ranch

SAM 26 - JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE XXXVI, Taft, Ca
Sunday Only - SGMA Fall Contest FF/RC Wageall fld.
SAT NOV 6th - SAM 21 MECA COLLECTO location TBD
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FEB

Gurney

Roselle

MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPT
OCT
NOV
DEC

Sargent
Joki
Leopold
Lewis
Marshall
Chichilitti
Henry Smith
Saso
Vanderbeek
Dowling

FEBRUARY 2011

MINUTES OF SAM 21
JANUARY 27, 2011

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
JANUARY 27, 2011

Meeting called to order at 7:00 by President Brian
Sargent.
Guests: One guest; Chuck Vanderwege who flies
mostly giant scale. Welcome, Chuck.
Minutes of the December meeting of 12-15-10:
Approved by hand vote.
Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Lescher Dowling reported the club
funds have been successfully transferred.
Membership Report: Lescher Dowling advised that he did not
have an up-to-date report on club membership numbers.
Competition Report: Dave Lewis reported that the Southwest
Champs at Eloy, AZ, were held successfully. No contests coming
up except for a Waegell Field contest in late February.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A) Walt Gurney reported on the final preps. for the club’s
Awards Banquet set for Saturday night at Holders. He advised that
the AMA West Coast VP would attend with his family. It was discussed if we should bring up AMA business at the banquet with the
VP. Ed Hamler, SAM President, will also attend.
B) Pres. Brian Sargent reported on the club’s apparel sales.
Club T-shirts will go to the honored guests.
NEW BUSINESS
A) Bill Copeland, Editor of the club newsletter, asked for suggestions for the 2011 CLIPPER. Former editor D. Lewis suggested
using 3-views like the editor of SAM SPEAKS does now. Bill asked
for donations of articles, photos, etc, anything would be appreciated.

Above: Speed 400 Playboy Jr. shown by Dave Marshall. Dave
related that he had not flown it and had purchased it for $30 at a
club auction

B) Pres. Brian Sargent showed an example of a lined Windbreaker with club logo and embroidered name for those interested
in purchasing one for themselves.

Below: “Feather Merchant” shown by Lescher Dowling. Leopold is not really sleeping - just checking his eyelids for leaks

SHOW AND TELL
A) Fred Terzian passed around several books he recently
purchased on Internet. One was about a well known Free Flighter,
another was about modeling in Italy and the third was about Bill and
Bob Hunter and their contributions to FF and modeling in general
and specifically CA glue.
B) Lescher Dowling showed his ½ A Texaco 1940
FEATHER MERCHANT cabin job (that flew away twice). Lescher
said it was a good flier. Also, he had a kit for the FEATHER MERCHANT that he has had for years. Lescher also read a five-page
memoir about his modeling activities in his youth.
C) Fred Terzian passed around his Ukrainian-built, FIAclass, fiberglass glider. He needs a new battery since all the trims,
DT, etc. are controlled by a battery. A small Li-Po was suggested.
D) Dave Marshall showed a small PLAYBOY electric he
picked up at a club auction for only $30 several years ago. He also
talked about flying at a field near 880 in Milpitas many years ago.
E) Gary Leopold said that he had been called by Jim Lang’s
daughter inquiring if the club would like some of Jim’s modeling
stuff. Jim was a member of SAM 21 and passed away last year in
Kingman, AZ.
F) Steve Roselle passed around an OS .61 FS w/ Bernhardt
points. It was donated a while back by Ken Kullman. This engine
will be a door prize at the Awards Banquet on Saturday.
Respectfully submitted, Dave Lewis, Secretary.
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… Notes From
The Right Seat

Strings Too Short To Save ...

Greetings Again:
Well, so far so good (from here anyway). No unruly
mobs or Fox News reports of your Ed being deposed. I
guess my contract is extended through February ……….
Actually I have received several encouraging comments and quite a few suggestions on the form and content of future issues. Thanks to those who “are with me”.
… It’s Dave Lewis’s fault! Most of those who attended the banquet were the (willing or unwilling) recipients of much of Dave’s collection of past SAM Speaks
issues. I ended up with the 1993 year. Having a few rare
idle moments recently, I thumbed through the year. I was
amazed at the information that I found.
The relatively short history of the SAM movement
reveals a rich tradition of building, flying and competing in
SAM events. If you think that Steve Roselle, Dave Lewis,
Ed Hamler and Eut Tileson, among many others still active, are “Johnny come lately”, think again. A lot of SAM
members we are privileged to fly with currently have contributed GREATLY to SAM history. When you see them,
thank them!
(21 has the SAM Speaks CD which features all issues from No.1 through about 2008. Ask to see it)
“Summit” Meeting: Smoothing the transition …

Notice: The official 2011 SAM 21 Roster will be
published in the March issue of the Clipper.
If you want to be included, now is the time to
pay your 2011 dues. (see form on page 12)
Important News: “21” Webmaster Steve Roselle reports that he has been working on the “21” website.
Your Ed checked, and he is correct. The updated site
is a great improvement. Thanks Steve!
Check it out at: WWW.SAM-21.org
Thanks also to Steve for “bird dogging” the West Coast
Event Schedule you will find on page 2.
… from Jay Burkhart via Steve Roselle:
It appears that now the best source for the Graupner
motors used in SAM events will be Graupner USA, they
are a good source for all Graupner products.
Speed 400 6vdc PN 3321 for Speed 400 LMR
Speed 300 6vdc PN 3306 For Electric Wakefield
Here is their web site: http://www.v-eastonline.com/
… Breaking News:

A first of its kind meeting of all of the “retiring” SAM
21 officers and the 2011/12 newly elected officers was
held at a lunch meeting on January 15th at Holders restaurant in San Jose. Included were 2011 officers Brian
Sargent, President, Jake Chichilitti, Vice President,
Dave Lewis, Secretary, Lescher Dowling, Treasurer,
and past officers Bill Copeland, Walt Gurney, and Gary
Leopold. Also in attendance were Steve and Janet Roselle.
An ambitious agenda with 17 items, designed to answer the questions of the new officers, to make sure everyone on the new slate understood their new responsibilities and to clearly reassign the duties of the former Secretary/Treasurer position to the now separate offices of
Secretary and Treasurer.
After some enlightening discussion and “trading” of
some duties and responsibilities, all in attendance felt the
meeting was very worthwhile and recommended it be

SAM 21 Vice President, Jake Chichilitti, has made the “big ink”
in the March 2011 issue of Flying Models magazine. On page 37
can be found a picture of Jake’s Standard Buccaneer, showing
off another of Jake’s beautiful paint jobs on silkspan. Here’s the
pic reproduced for those of you who are “subscriptionally” challenged:

‘21 Banquet 2011:
January 29th found more than 40 SAM 21 members,
significant others, visitors and dignitaries gathered for the
annual “Dave Lewis” competition award program.
This time would be different though as Dave did not
garner all the hardware.
See all the results and pictures on page 9 in this issue!
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21

SAM 21 Apparel For Sale!
On Page 5 can be found the order blank
for your SAM 21 shirts and hats. The ordering instructions can be found at the bottom of
the form. Wear the latest style(s) order today!
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OLD TIMER R/C RESULTS
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL CHAMPS. ELOY, AZ. JANUARY 15-17, 2011

OHLSSON SIDEPORT
1) Bob Hawkins
2) Bob Angel
3) Rick Holman

Bomber
Clipper Mk1
R/C-1

BROWN JR
1) Bob Hawkins
R/C-1
2) Phillip Stephens
Folly
3) Bob Angel
Kloud Queen
1/2A SCALE
1) Eut Tileston

J-2 Cub

SPIRIT OF SAM
1) Jack Hiner
SilverBullet
2) Luther Peters
Stardust Sp
3) Colin Widdison Korda Outdoor
WAKEFIELD CLASS
1) Eut Tileston
2) Luther Peters

1010

B GLOW LER
1) Bob Angel
Stardust Sp.
2) Rick Holman
Stardust Sp.
3) Peder Samuelsen
Westerner

17:06*
16:37*

830

8:34
6:56
6:26

271

10:12

200

Clev. Gull
Clev. Gull

A IGNITION LER
1) Bob Hawkins
Bomber
2) Peder Samuelsen Westerner
3) Rick Holman
Lancer

C GLOW LER
1) Rick Holman
2) Don Bishop
3) Fred Foster

1260
678

21:23
12:43
:51
5:05

450
332

660
757

840
722
397
9:14*
9:10*
4:50*

Bomber
Bomber
Playboy

900
900
806

1080
1030
884

PURE ANTIQUE
1) Bob Hawkins
Bomber
2) Bob Meyering
Bomber
3) Phillip Stephens Bomber
4) Bob Angel
Bomber
5) Rick Holman
Bomber

1260
1220
1207
1206
1220

16:21*
13:49*
10:00*
9:23*
8:07*

ELECTRIC LMR
1) Steve Muskal
2) Dave Harding
3) Jack Hiner

Playboy Cabin

1/2A TEXACO
1) Phillip Stephens
Bomber
2) Bob Hawkins
Bomber
3) Charlie Applebaum Bomber
ELECTRIC TEXACO
1) Dave Harding
2) Luther Peters
3) Steve Muskal

18:27*
0*

288

1555
1519
1215

Stardust Sp.
1050
Peerless Cub
660
Playboy Cabin

36:28
26:20
25:47

A GLOW LER
1) Rick Holman
2) Bob Hawkins
3) Ralph Cook

Stardust Sp.
Bomber
Airborn

B IGNITION LER
1) Bob Hawkins
2) Rick Holman

Bomber
Bomber

620
490

C IGNITION LER
1) Bob Hawkins
2) Rick Holman
3) Bob Angel

Bomber
Bomber
Bomber

1260

ANTIQUE
1) Rick Holman
2) Peder Samuelsen

Bomber
Ander.Pylon

900
1500

TEXACO
1) Fred Foster
2) Peder Samuelsen

RC-1
Bomber

1008 8:25
1260 13:23

SPEED 400
1) Dave Harding
2) Keith Smith
3) Rubin Bithell

Airborn
Brigidier

450
460

840
840
251

11:12*
8:54*

12:55*
11:00*
1206
8:46*

288
350

1200*
DNF*

1689
1638
1094

* Denotes fly-off time

Note: Results tabulated by Dave Lewis from jpg
photo from Bob Angel
The CLIPPER - the newsletter of SAM 21
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The Golden Age of Model Airplanes
… About the Author: In 1980, in anticipation of retirement, Lescher was visiting the Galaxy Hobby Shop in the Cherry Chase shopping center near
his home in Sunnyvale. As he browsed the kits, Mildred De Lateur asked him what he was looking for. At mention of old free flight kits she said he
should check out SAM 21 and gave him the May, 1980, copy of the Clipper, edited by Steve Roselle. The rest is history. His first old timer was a
Goldberg Comet Sailplane built from a short kit he bought from Don Bekins. It was powered by a Super Cyclone that Dave Brodsky helped him find at
a Santa Clara MECA Collecto. A 1/2A Miss Tiny, a class B Dallaire and many other models followed as well as editing the Clipper and terms as Secretary/Treasurer and President. He now devotes most of his hobby time to engine collecting.

I looked up at the sky as I heard the drone of an airplane engine
and saw the silver wings of a monoplane. I ran into the house and
shouted, “I saw Lindberg, I saw Lindberg!” My mother said, “Oh,
Lescher, you think every plane that flies over the house is
Lindberg!” “But it was, it was, it had one wing and it was silver,” I
said.
In 1927 when I was five years old there was an airport four
blocks from our house. Everyone in town knew who Lindberg
was. My spotting the “silver plane” became a “family story” about:
“How Lescher saw Lindberg’s airplane.” In actuality, B. F. Mahoney, President of Ryan Aircraft and Charles Lindberg did land at
the Carpinteria airport in a Ryan Brougham silver monoplane, the
prototype of the Spirit of St. Louis, during a trial run up the coast
from San Diego to Santa Barbara. The Carpinteria airport was in
fact called the Santa Barbara Airport and was the only airport
serving the city.

B. F. Mahoney and Charles Lindbergh land at
Carpinteria airport in Ryan Brougham, 1927.

To further document Lindberg’s visit, my Dad, who owned the
Rincon Garage and Machine Shop, was hired to replace the
French magneto on the Ryan aircraft with an American unit. For
years the zinc nameplate from the discarded French magneto was
an artifact among my Dad’s tools and may still be in one of those
mystery boxes secreted in the rafters of my garage.
Thus Lindberg’s famous May 10, 1927 New York to Paris flight
marked the beginning of my childhood fascination with airplanes
and the birth of the “Golden Age of Model Airplanes.”
My actual indoctrination to model airplane building started
when my brother Ken, age nine, ended up in the Cottage Hospital
in Santa Barbara for a hernia operation. Back in those days you
remained hospitalized for a week after such an operation. Ken’s
ward mate had been building “solid models,” or “shelf models,”
balsa wood, airplanes during his stay. A bevy of model airplanes
hung from the ceiling above his bed. The year was 1934.
Mom, of course, bought Ken some solid model kits and the
other kid showed him how to whittle a scale model plane out of
blocks of the balsawood pieces in the kit. Mom’s friend, Mrs.
Grell, would accompany us on our trips to the hospital to visit Ken.
Because I was only twelve, I was not allowed in the ward to visit
Ken but I hung back at the door and marveled at the growing fleet

of planes hanging from the ceiling. Mrs. Grell must have seen my
envy because she gave me a model kit from Woolworth’s dime
store.
When I got home and opened the kit I was really puzzled. Instead of blocks of wood there was a complicated looking drawing,
a bunch of thin bamboo sticks, sheets of balsawood with funny
designs printed on them, some tissue paper, a long rubber band
and a propeller with square tips. I made the best of it by cutting
the sheets of balsa into wings, tails and fuselages to make little
miniature airplanes. The pieces of bamboo make good glue
sticks. I did venture into Woolworth’s on my own to locate and
buy ten cent solid model airplane kits.
I soon had my own squadron of model planes hanging from the
ceiling over my bed. However, regardless of the different plans,
all the planes tended to look alike. A cigar shaped body with oval
wings. And when the room heated up, pieces of airplane dripped
onto my bed because the only glue I could find was Le Pages
liquid paste. I then found better kits that had the fuselage block
cut out in profile and the wings already cut to shape. All you had
to do was round off the sharp edges. These models had a more
scale like appearance and they also held together in the heat of
the ceiling after I discovered Dupont liquid cement.
One day when I was playing with the kids around the block one
of the big kids, Paul Davis, came out of his house with a model
airplane. It was four times as big as a solid model and seemed to
be made of sticks and covered with tissue paper. There was a
rubber band inside the fuselage and by winding the propeller
backwards with his finger and then letting the model go it soured
into the air like some magical thing.
And then a great light bulb lit up in my head. I didn’t even wait
for his model to land but ran home and dug out the sheet of paper
from Mrs. Grell’s model airplane kit. The paper was a facsimile of
Paul’s airplane. The bamboo sticks were to frame up the fuselage
and the printed balsa sheets were the wing ribs. By then that kit
was beyond salvage. I saw on the plan that the square tipped
propeller was supposed to be rounded off and gradually I learned
to “read” the plan.
Mrs. Grell’s “stick and tissue” kit was like Paul’s and cost
twenty-five cents. That was a lot to spend on a model airplane so
I started on the smaller ten cent kits. It took quite some time to
finish my first model and when I showed it to my Dad he pointed
out the crooked fuselage and the uneven wings. I thought he was
being a little picky but when I tried to fly it, it just spun into the
ground. I could have done better with a five cent glider.
I saved my money and bought a larger kit. Bigger was better
because all the pieces were larger. I was careful to make the
fuselage square this time and get the wings on even. I used
straight pins from Mom’s sewing kit to hold balsa sticks down
while they glued. I dutifully put the pins back when I was through
but Mom complained about all the bent pins with globs of dried
glue she found in her sewing kit. To solve the problem she gave
me my own little paper roll of pins.
For all its softness, balsawood needs a sharp knife to cut it.
The best tool is a razor blade. My Dad didn’t use single edge
blades so I used his discarded double
Continued on pg. 8
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… Golden Age
Continued from pg. 7

edge blades by breaking them in two and then breaking them
again to make a point. After a few false starts I learned to back
the razor blade with adhesive tape. Better there than on my fingers. Another common household item I usurped for my model
building were clothespins which were used to hold glued balsa
pieces together while the glue set. By taking a clothespin apart
and reassembling it in reverse it made a neat spring loaded clip.
Because the clothespins also ended up with globs of dried glue on
them, I had to purchase my own supply to keep peace with Mom.
The finished model was an improvement but no cigar. It took
me a half dozen models over a six month period to finally make
one that flew well. It was the fifty inch wingspan Scientific Oriole,
a contest model kit. In the meantime I found a pastime for failed
scale models. I climbed up on the back porch, lit a match to a
failed model and tossed it into the air. Eeeeuro, another fiery
crash of a WWI fighter!
As I picked dried glue from my fingers I contemplated my next
model project. There were annual model airplane meets held at
Fleishman’s Polo Field just north of town. These contests were for
the large five and six foot wingspan models powered by miniature
gas engines. The engines and the model kits were expensive but
I would sure like to build one.
I looked over all my “rubber model” plans and decided to
enlarge a twenty four inch wingspan model of the Cleveland Skyrocket. I spent several weeks building the model but soon found
the complex design was no better bigger. The scaled up frame
was fragile so the project was abandoned with the model only half
covered with tissue. The second attempt was the Kenner Navy
Envoy, a handsome low wing scale model. This model was less
complex but I found it easy to poke a finger through the tissue
covering when handling such a large airplane. This prospective
gas model ended up hanging from the ceiling of my bedroom.
In the meantime I investigated model airplane engines and
sent away for the affordable GHQ engine kit, for $4.95. When I
showed the engine kit to my Dad he took me out to the garage,
gave me a file from his toolbox and said file off the flashings! The
flashings are the imperfect edges of a casting that have to be removed to make the part fit. That was the only help my Dad gave
me which was probably a good thing because I learned a lot about
miniature gas model engines trying to make that engine run.
There is a joke among today’s model engine collectors, “For sale,
GHQ engine, like new, never run!” Because few modelers ever
got their GHQ’s to run!
I did learn from my past experiences. My next project was
enlarging a twelve inch ten cent rubber model to five foot wing
span. I chose the WWI Fokker D-VIII, a simple parasol wing
monoplane design that lent itself well to enlarging. I also covered
the model with silk and used nitrate dope to fill and tighten the
fabric, making a tough skin that could stand rough handling. I then
purchased a reliable $12.95, 59ci, Brown Jr. gas engine to power
the five foot model. This was 1937and I was 14.
There were several other kids in town who built gas models
and we all gathered on the salt flats west of town to fly our the
models. This was marshland that was laced with canals that
drained the area for mosquito abatement. It was ideal for model
flying during the dry summer months. That is, if you could keep
your model from landing in one of the canals. The gas models of
the 1930’s and 40’s were flown “free flight”. You started the engine and let them take off. The engine had a ten second pneu-
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matic timer on it so the ignition was cut after a ten second climbout. The model was then free to glide on its own and you gave
chase to retrieve it. The wing was held on with rubber bands so
in case of a rough landing it popped off. My model had many
majestic takeoffs and rough landings including one dunking in a
canal.

Lescher’s 5 ft. wing span Fokker D-VIII, scratch built from enlarged
10c Comet kit plans when he was 14.

Two leaders in our gas model fraternity were Richard and
Robert Doell. Their folks managed the Pine Haven Auto Court
and the two brothers had the use of one of the cabins that they
converted into a combination model building shop and a model
airplane hobby store. They stocked the usual supplies of balsa
wood, glue, nitrate dope, silk covering and could order model
airplane kits and engines for you. I would spend hours there
watching Richard build a large WWI biplane on his workbench.
Other model builders were Glenn Capes who built a five foot
wingspan scale model of Benny Howard’s monocoupe, Mr. Mulligan. It was a beautiful model, but a little on the heavy side and
under-powered with the result that it just taxied across the salt flat
until it came in contact with a bunch of salt grass. Another talented builder was Bob Gorham. He spent hours applying multiple
coats of automotive lacquer to his silk covered 48” wing span
Viking model to produce an immaculate finish.
Today the salt flats in Carpinteria have been converted back to
marshland. The majority of gas model builders now fly their airplanes by radio control but flying fields are becoming scarcer as
housing developments expand into the countryside. A good running Brown Jr. gas model engine can be had at a MECA (Model
Engine Collectors Association) collecto for $250, while a nonrunning GHQ brings $100!
In 1939 I entered high school and we moved from town to
our lemon orchard in the foothills behind Carpinteria with a curtailment of my model building. In 1943 I was drafted into the Army.
The cut-off date for the Golden Era of Model Airplanes is December 31, 1942, as defined by SAM (the Society of Antique Modelers). I lived and modeled through that era and continue to pursue
that nostalgic hobby through my retirement years.
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Sam 21 Annual Banquet Happenings
They gathered in the evening of January 29, 2011 at
Holders restaurant in Cupertino, or San Jose? CA. More
than 40 members and guests eventually showed up to
smooze and meet and greet some distinguished visitors.
Joining the festivities were: Ed Hamler, 2011 SAM International President elect, along with wife/nurse Mary,
representing SAM 27, Lawrence Tougas, newly elected
AMA District X Vice President, with his two daughters and
Chip Buss, current and maybe forever, President of SAM
27.
Also, attending from afar were widely known celebrities
Frank and Gayle Womak, representing SAM 30 in the
Chico area.
Following a fine meal the group heard a few words from
Hamler (actually more than a few) and Tougas regarding
the state of SAM and AMA and some of the issues each
plans to try to resolve.
It was then on to the business of the evening - the 2010,
’21 Competition Awards. Trophies were awarded to the
following:
Texaco - Dave Lewis
Antique - Dave Lewis
Glow LER - Dave Lewis Electric LMR- Steve Roselle
1/2 A Texaco - Jake Chichilitti
Ohlsson Sideport - Jake Chichilitti
Overall Champion- Jake Chichilitti

ti, Vice president
Maryanne Chichilit
ent Brian Sargent
Above: left to right,
sid
Pre
d
an
t,
en
n Sarg
Jake Chichilitti, Ja

Right: Jane
Hoffstetter,
left, and
Dorothy
Dowling
enjoy after
dinner conversation

Clipper Editor
nurse, Mary Hamler,
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Above: Fred Terzian, right, explains the situation in
Egypt to a bemused AMA District X Vice President Lawrence Tougas

Above: Bill Copeland, left, accepts Past
Presidents plaque from Dave Lewis
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Above: Jake Chichilitti, left, accepts
Club Champion trophy from Dave
Lewis - note rare smile on Dave …….
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THE 29TH ANNUAL SAM 26 SPRING SEASON OPENER - TAFT, CA - 2011
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Now

44 cents,
Please!

GUEST COPY

Your Copy of the February 2011, SAM 21 Clipper

First Class

(Sur enuf!)

PRESIDENT: Brian Sargent: 15575 Upper Ellen Road Los Gatos, CA 95033 Tele: 408-353-1977 E-Mail: bhsargent@gmail.com
VICE PREZ: Jake Chichilitti: 509 Cambridge Street Belmont, CA 94002 Tele: 650-595-8105 E-Mail: jake.chichilitti@yahoo.com
SECRETARY: Dave Lewis: 4709 Malero Place San Jose, CA 95129 Tele: 408-246-2257 E-mail lewis966@comcast.net
TREASURER: Lescher Dowling: 1122 Merrimac Drive Sunnyvale, CA 94087 Tele:408-739-0652 E-mail: lescher2@aol.com
EDITOR:
Bill Copeland: 4863 Primrose Lane, Livermore, Ca 94551 Tele: 925-321-1552 E-mail: bnbent@pacbell.net
Competition. Co-Ordinator: Dave Lewis 4709 Malero Place San Jose, Ca 95129 Tele: 408-246-2257 E-mail lewis966@comcast.net

SAM 21 Membership Application Form - 2011
SAM No.___________________ AMA No. ___________
(Req’d if full)

Name: ___________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City, State,Zip ________________________________________
Phone: ____________________________
Email Address: __________________________
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Mail to Treasurer:
Lescher Dowling
1122 Merrimac Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FEBRUARY 2011

